Coaching with horses
HorseFriendShip®

1. July 2012 from 10 am to 17 pm
We invite you to coaching with horse, where you get insight to HorseFriendShip®.
You can develop even more cooperation and communication with horses!

“Interested in knowing how your interaction with horses has an affect on you?”
We guaranty you will find the answer in this course. You will find value in relationship
you can transform direct to friendship with horse.
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Listen to observations

Feedback with experience

Learning by doing and fun

The horse as teacher

HorseFriendShip® has a huge impact on human experience with themselves.
It gives a deeper understanding of horses. You get information with
clean observations and learn from experience.
We spot your success with horses and it gives you fun and something to think about!
This is different from horsemanship and horse listening.
The focus is on friendship with your and from horses. It is unique.
We are 2 instructors who will guide you in a very professional way.

We challenge you:
“What if this is gives you even more with horses?”
Place: at Czerniec 1, 83-042 Ełganowo, 20 km from Gdansk. Price 340 PLN
Arranged with Iwona Chamska,

Koniopozytywni sp.j. Czerniec 1, 83-042 Ełganowo czerniec@op.pl

Any Questions, please call Iwona +48 662 126 383 at or write to horsefriendship@gmail.com

Iben Bøgeholm Folmann
Coach and certified Equine Assisted
growth and learning.

The last 4 years Iben has worked professional with human learning
from horses. She has a very open and gentle personality that gives
clarity and possibility for development, even when things seem hard.
Iben is 45 years and married to Ole and have 2 children. Iben and
Karina has worked together for many years, and their path with
horses has given them a united bond.

Karina Bjerremann
Horse profession and certified Equine
Assisted growth and learning
Representative of Nevzorov HR

Karina has been with horses since child. It has been a huge process
into the concept HorseFriendShip. The fundamental comes from ones
own experience in life and the gift from horses as a fantastic teacher.
Karina has huge experience as a teacher and her high energy and
believing in human at all levels gives a huge possibility for growth.
Karina is 46 years, has 1 child and lives with 9 horses.

For more information go to www.horsefriendship.dk

